Senior Bar business off a bit; Schlageter feels he knows why

by Mark Root
Senior Staff Reporter

Business at the Senior Bar is off a bit this year, and Mike Schlageter, general manager, feels he knows why.

"Every penny of that, plus an extra $5000, went back into this place for this year's seniors," Schlageter pointed out. "Last year's managers were ... very efficient. They raised the price of beer from 25 cents to 50 cents. We took last year's profits, re-invested them for the bar this year, and lowered the prices back to 40 cents per beer. As far as I know, that is the lowest price for a twelve ounce beer in town."

Observing that the $30,000-plus investment accounted for a game room, dance floor, outside landscaping, new restrooms, sidewalks, and grills, Schlageter concluded that there was no basis for any senior to feel slighted.

"I think the seniors are pretty well off. In my opinion we have the most place in town for college bars. We've lowered our prices this year. Last year's seniors didn't get the benefit of the renovations—this year's seniors do."

Schlageter analyzed the senior bar image problem. "Too many seniors feel like they are seniors for one year, so let's live it up, what the hell. Well what if the seniors of last year would have said that?"

Schlageter asked, "What then? And what if we price drinks just to cover expenses this year and don't worry about upkeep for the future. This place isn't going to last forever. If we took that attitude we wouldn't have a Senior Bar to come back to in 20 years."

But in 20 years, according to Schlageter, a renovated or brand new bar is a very good probability, as long as the managers keep looking toward the future.

"The way I feel about it is that the profit should be weighted toward putting money away for the future. We are a non-profit organization, but the organization needs a little money to survive in the future."

[continued on page 2]

Judicial Council discusses parietal redefinition

by Tom Jackman
Staff Reporter

The Judicial Council met last night in the basement of Breezy Hall to discuss its role in the Student Government proposal to enact the bill over the president's objections.

The 223-190 House roll call fell 53 votes short of the two-thirds majority to override, a similar majority would have been required in the Senate to enact the bill over the president's objections.

After the vote, Carter said in a statement: "This has been a tough fight. I am gratified by the results ..." He said the vote amounted to "a long step in the battle against inflation" and that the nation "owes a debt to Congress for its wise and responsible action."

Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill had warned that the veto—no matter what the outcome—would make enemies for the president just as his crucial energy legislation nears final passage.

Leaders of both chambers said no effort would be made to rewrite the public works bill to suit Carter before Congress adjourns Oct. 14. Instead, a routine continuing resolution would guarantee financing for existing projects, while new ones in the measure will await action next year.

Earlier, the president vetoed the public works bill in the name of "fiscal responsibility." He warned Congress he would "continue this process, no matter how unpleasant it is," as long as he receives what he considers wasteful legislation from the Capitol.

It was Carter's sixth veto and the second to be contested by Congress. The first contested veto involved a $37 billion defense authorization bill containing a nuclear aircraft carrier that Carter opposed. On both occasions, his veto was sustained.

Before the House showdown, it appeared that congressional sentiment strongly supported an override of the president's veto of a public works bill whose traditional...
**World**

**Second test-tube baby born**

CALCUTTA, India [AP] - A three-man research team went on Calcutta television last night to announce that a "test-tube baby" - the world's second - was born here this week. Earlier, the state-owned Calcutta station broadcast Bengali and English-language news bulletins reporting the team's claims that a seven-pound, six ounce baby girl was born Tuesday at an undisclosed nursing home in the city.

**National**

**Defense policy slacking**

WASHINGTON [AP] - Unless current defense policies are altered or reversed, the United States faces the prospect of falling dangerously behind the Soviet Union, a citizens' group charged yesterday.

The Committee on Present Danger, formed in 1976, urged reversal of the Carter administration's decision not to build a new penetrating bomber. It also called for the "urgent acquisition of more ready reserves and more arms.

**Police hault cocain ring**

FORT WAYNE, Ind. [AP] - Police yesterday arrested three men in Indiana and one in California in an effort to crack what they described as an international cocaine ring. Allen County Sheriff Charles Marks said the arrests were the result of a year-long investigation by county and Hammond drug enforcement officials.

**Weather**

Cloudy with 40 percent chance of showers and windy today. High today in the mid 50s. Tonight and tomorrow mostly cloudy and cool. Low tonight in the low 40s. High tomorrow in the mid and upper 50s.

**Local**

**Modern bard revives lost art**

INDIANAPOLIS [AP] - Jay O'Callaghan the storyteller is a man straddling the centuries. In the tradition of Homer and Virgil and Chaucer, this modern bard has revived the almost-forgotten art of storytelling and taken it to spellbound audiences of the television generation. And after five years in his new profession, the world would be novelists that it's catching on.
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Sunday Masses at Sacred Heart Church

5:15 p.m. Saturday
9:15 a.m. Sunday
10:30 a.m. Sunday
12:15 p.m. Sunday
7:15 Vespers

**House backs Carter veto**

House voted today to sustain the president. Although it is too early for Schlageter to project what the profits will total this year he added that there was "now way" that the bar will recreate their $25,000 profit of last year. If there is profit at the end of the year it will be only the third time in eleven years that the Senior Bar has not run a deficit.

**Schlageter gives reasons**

**On Campus Today**

friday, Oct. 6

4 p.m. talk, "what is expression?" by dr. rudolph anhein. spons. by art dept. and nd/smc theatre, mem. lib. aud.
5:15 p.m. mass and supper, spons. by campus ministry, bull shed
7: 9 15
& 11:30 p.m. film, "the sting," engr. aud., $1.
7:30 film festival, "state of seige," washington hall.
8 p.m. nd/smc theatre, "lu ann hampton laverty oberland," o' laughlin aud., $2.50 (students $2)
8 p.m. oktoberfest, bier gardens and dance with "hot springs," regina lobby.
9 p.m. hurricane party, entertainment by "treewheelin,'" efferson lounge, $3.
9-10 p.m. music at the nazz, folk guitar by gene baranerana nazz (basement of lafontune).
10-11 p.m. music at the nazz, smoky joe, nazz.
11 p.m. music at the nazz, jim kotorac playing midwest folk guitar, nazz.
• saturday, Oct. 7
9 a.m. volleyball, st. mary's invitational tournament, angela ath. facility.
7: 9 30 & 12 p.m. film, "a clockwork orange," engr. aud., $1.
8 p.m. oktoberfest film, "dr. zhivago," carroll hall smc.
8 p.m. nd/smc theatre, "lu ann hampton laverty oberland," o' laughlin aud., $2.50 (students $2)
9:30 p.m. music at the nazz, doug singer playing neil young and others, nazz.
• sunday, oct. 8
1 p.m. smc tennis, st. mary's vs. ipu-ft. wayne.
2 p.m. chess match, nd vs. michigan, basement-lafortune, call 234-9648 for info.
2 p.m. mass, spoon by the friends of the mentally retarded and l'arche, moreau seminary.
7 p.m. career workshop, "resume," study affairs conference room, smc.
7: 9 30 & 12 p.m. film, "a clockwork orange," engr. aud., $1.
8 p.m. recital, edward parmentier-harpischord, little theatre, smc.
8 p.m. nd/smc theatre, "lu ann hampton laverty oberland," o' laughlin aud., $2.50 (students $2)

**Monday at the movies**

2934 E. McKinley
1725 N. Ironwood
1426 Mish. ave
4401 S. Michigan St., S. Bend
113 Dixie Way N(US31) Roselend

**Sunday**

5:15 p.m. Saturday
9:15 a.m. Sunday
10:30 a.m. Sunday
12:15 p.m. Sunday
7:15 Vespers

**TODAY'S SPECIALS**

- Ham, 24 loose cans, $1.99
- OLYMPIA LITE, $30.50
- OLYMPIA DRY, $26.99
- OLYMPIA LITE, $30.50
- OLYMPIA DRY, $26.99

**Wines**

Carlo Rossi $3.99
Iglenook 5.99
Runita 1.99
Zona 1.99
Mary Ade Spumante $4.99
P M Emerald dry 5.99
Special Ends Oct. 7
Urban Studies at ND awarded federal grant

Third District Congressman John Brademas announced that the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, a branch of the U.S. Department of Justice has awarded a $295,974 grant to the University of Notre Dame for improving juvenile delinquency prevention programs for the State of South Bend and the surrounding communities.

The funds for this grant, are authorized under the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.

In announcing the grant, Brademas commented, "As Police Director, Dr. Thomas Broden, and his staff at the University, are doing such a fine job in being able to assist in securing this grant. This grant is an important step in developing comprehensive programs to prevent many of our youth from becoming delinquent," Brademas said. "I hope that the fruits of this grant will help reduce juvenile crime in our community."

Kenneth Brebik, assistant professor of Earth Sciences at Notre Dame, agreed that it is too early to predict the weather patterns for the coming winter. "We are lucky to predict tomorrow's weather, let alone long-range predictions, he added.

The seventh of the last two winters was due to a body of warm water in the Pacific ocean, Brebik explained. Air currents moving over warm water head north to Canada and Alaska, then sweep down over the Midwest, causing severe storms, he said.

In any case, South Bend is preparing for a winter similar to last year, when 15 feet of snow smothered the city. "The city's strategy includes purchasing new snow equipment, building new snow routes, and lining up private contractors for snow removal in an emergency, according to Assistant Streets Supervisor Robert Schramski.

South Bend invested over $90,000 in three new "V" and straight-angle plows. Schramski said. The city also purchased a continuous loader conveyor system which loads snow onto trucks while blocking only one lane of traffic instead of four, Ig noted.

South Bend now has 26 trucks available for snow removal, Schramski said, including seven front-end loaders. "These will quadruple the speed with which the streets are cleared," he said.

Mayor Christopher explained that last year was the first time that South Bend was forced to use outside contractors for snow removal. This year, "there will be no contracting per se," he said.

"The snow removal system is still being revised," he said. The revised snow routes will leave South Bend residents only three or four blocks from cleared streets, Schramski said. The new system will remedy last year's situation, when many residents were stranded for ten days after the January blizzard hit.

Regardless, the contingency plans are not yet complete. Schramski said, "we'll have a better shape than last year."
The nomination of candidates for Senior Class Fellow, originally scheduled for yesterday and today, has been delayed due to the shortage of manpower to work the halls and other locations, according to Tom Mielke, chairman of the Senior Fellow Committee.

That delay, however, has been solved as nominations will be held Monday and Tuesday in the dining halls, Senior bar, and the Huddle, Mielke said. "Everything else will still run according to schedule and will not be affected by the delay," he explained.

Once the nominations are complete, a committee of 15 people will review all nominations and help choose the Senior Fellow. "Usually the nominations yield approximately 60-70 names and the committee goes down the field of candidates to about 20-25 people," said John Reid, director of Student Activities.

After the committee has narrowed down the list of prospective Senior Fellows, the selection will be made and the person must demonstrate personal qualities of selflessness and fellowship. "The person must have made a significant contribution to society," Reid said.

Nomination of candidates for Senior Class Fellow delayed
by Tim Joyce

Director of Pro-Life group speaks
by Ed Moran
Staff Reporter

Patrick Trueman, executive director of the American United for Life (AUL), sees last June's Supreme Court ruling that states don't have to pay for abortions as an indication that further progress in the fight against abortion cannot be made through the courts.

"Usually the legislation is being proposed in states such as Indiana, Illinois, and Minnesota," Trueman said. "The process is being used to pass restrictive legislation passed in the state legislature," he stated. Trueman added, "after the laws are passed, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) will immediately contest them in the courts. We are waiting for that decision." Examples of such proposed restrictive legislation include laws requiring parental consent for minors seeking abortions, a 24-hour waiting period between the initial physical examination and actual abortion, and cutting off public funds for abortions.

"The ensuing court battles over the legislation that will be passed are going to go the same way," said Trueman. "These cases will take place in the federal courts."

This legislation is being proposed in states such as Indiana, Illinois, and Minnesota, Trueman estimates that the process of passing the legislation and then defending it in court, could take over two years:

"Hopelessly enough rulings by the federal courts in our favor, the Supreme Court will see that the climate of the American legal system is moving toward a pro-life stand," Trueman said. "I think last June's decision indicates that the climate is already changing.

Headquartered in Chicago, the AUL is our national organization that defends the pro-life movement," Trueman said. "AUL is trying to get the public on its side."

The AUL is working to help implementation of the pro-life movement to pass pro-life legislation, said Trueman. "We've been trying to get money out of the Catholic Church for two and a half years and it's just not working," he said.

"Even if the ACLU loses in the courts," Trueman asserts, "the pro-life movement will benefit from the exposure. We want to make abortion the issue that won't be solved."
Gunboats fire on Beirut in raging battle of Christians and Syrians

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Unidentified gunboats shelled easterm Beirut last night as battles raged in the southern and southwestern sectors of the city between leftist Christian militiamen and pro-government forces, the Beirut radio reported.

The state-controlled radio said the unidentified gunboats appeared off the southwestern sector of the Leba ton, where the fighting continued as the ramit Rambit residential quarter 15 minutes later.

Artillery positions of the peace keepers were turned on the fire and forced the vessels to retreat, the radio reported.

Unidentified gunboats were firing on the ravaged Christian sector of Beirut for the fourth straight day yesterday, seeking to pound the last bits of resistance to the mass exodus in submission. Some Lebanese officials pinned hopes on a possible United Nations intervention to stop the bloodshed.

In a statement issued in Geneva, the Lebanese Red Cross said: "The civilian population, hospitals, dispensaries, ambulances, shelters, nothing is being spared. In the name of humanity, in the name of the most elementary principles of human rights, in the name of the children, women and aged people who are dying by the hundreds, we urge you to act.

The International Red Cross said it issued the statement from Geneva because its Beirut office was cut off and they could not get supplies through to the injured.

At the United Nations in New York, a spokesman for Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim was considering sending Sadradin Aga Khan, a Moslem, to Lebanon to try to organize a cease-fire. He is an Egyptian/Nationalist who once was U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees.

The protracted fighting led to some speculation of possible Israeli intervention in support of their Christian friends, but observers in Beirut believed this was unlikely at present.

Meanwhile, a spokesman for Lebanese-American groups said in Washington that Christian leaders in Beirut have issued an "S.O.S." for United Nations intervention.

After eight years
Hornings open 'Artworks'
by Ellen Boddy
Assistant Saint Mary's Editor

The Artworks Gallery, located at 1200 Wayne St., opened last April, is the brainchild of Saint Mary's students. The Hornings, a professor of sociology at Saint Mary's, and his artist wife, Mary, conceived the idea.

The gallery, which exhibits works in a variety of artistic media, is located in a building formerly used as a meat locker. The Hornings renovated the building almost entirely by themselves.

Currently, exhibits include works by 47 local, regional, national and international artists. The collection includes ceramic pieces ranging from two-inch pots to four-foot high vessels. Oil paintings and water colors of geometric design and surrealism can also be found in the gallery.

The Hornings plan to host demonstrations in the areas of painting, water colors, and sculpture. They are also in the making for an outdoor sculpture garden that would be located behind the gallery.

The Sociology Club of Saint Mary's will host a wine and cheese reception Sunday, Oct. 23, to 5 p.m. to welcome the Artworks Gallery into the South Bend community.

Luce program helps scholars

The Luce Scholars Program was established by the Henry Luce Foundation in 1973 to provide outstanding young Americans an exposure to Asia at an early stage in their careers. The program is unique in that it excludes Asian specialists and international affairs experts in favor of young men and women whose leadership potential is in areas unrelated to Asian specialties.

The fifteen winners of Luce Scholar awards in 1978 average 24 years of age and include ten men and five women. The Scholars were selected from over 120 candidates nominated last fall by 60 colleges and universities across the country, including Notre Dame.

The competition for the 1979-80 Luce Scholars is already underway. Nominating institutions have been asked to present their candidates to the Henry Luce Foundation no later than December 4th.

Graduating seniors, graduate and professional students, and recent alumni of Notre Dame are eligible to enter the competition. For further information, contact the office of Dr. William M. Burke, Former Luce Scholars include William W. Wilks, ('77), a Notre Dame nominee.
Students construct electric auto

by Erin Courtney

Twenty-two engineering students are building an electric car for course credit this semester. Mitchell Jolles, assistant professor of mechanical engineering, teaches the sequential course ME 470-471, titled "Energy Efficient Vehicles." Jolles, who returned yesterday from The International Electric Vehicles Symposium held Monday through Wednesday in Philadelphia, said the course is "a great educational experience."

The students design the entire car, including the engine, interior, and body design, Jolles said. Although the car is still on the drawing board, according to the plans, the engine of the car is made up of a set of 20 standard car-size batteries which supply power to the electric motors. The engine emits no pollution and is virtually noise-free.

The course places great emphasis on energy efficiency in the design of the car. To improve efficiency, the engine is controlled by a micro-processor, a type of mini-computer. The micro-processor gathers information from the car's processes - such as its speed, rate of acceleration, and application of brakes - and operates the vehicle so as to achieve the highest efficiency possible.

The car has a travelling range of up to 75 miles, at a highway speed of 55 miles per hour, before its batteries must be recharged. Only three prototype vehicles constructed in the U.S. - demonstration cars built by General Electric and the Copper Development Association - even come close to these statistics, Jolles said.

The car's size is equivalent to a 4-passenger sub-compact and measures roughly 150 inches in length. Its major use will most likely be for commuting.

The raw estimate for the price of the parts alone is in the neighborhood of $10,000 Jolles explained. The funding for the project comes from SCORE (Student Competition on Relevant Engineering) the College of Engineering and various corporations interested in the project. The estimated cost to the consumer, if the car is mass-produced and marketed, would be under $5,000 he said.

In August 1979, the car will be entered in the "National Energy Efficient Vehicle Competition" held near Detroit which is sponsored by SCORE. Sixty universities from the United states and Canada will compete. The cars will be judged on their energy efficiency, safety, driving response and handling, overall design, emissions control, and the cost to the consumer. Jolles stated the cars will also be subjected to an endurance trial and a drive ability test administered by professional test-drivers.

He said he believes that the Notre Dame car "has as good a chance as anyone else." He also stated, "We're not in it for the win, we're in it for the experience." Expressing his philosophy regarding the project, Jolles said, "providing the opportunity to work on a project of this type is very important to the process of learning." He said he intends to offer a class experience in innovative design each year.

A Spectacular Homecoming Event
"Rust Never Sleeps"
an evening with——
Neil Young
and Crazy Horse

Thurs., Oct. 12 8pm
Notre Dame ACC

All seats reserved $8.50 $7.50

Call 684-4950.
Next pope's task: finances

VATICAN CITY [AP] - One of the major tasks facing the next pope will be how to cut the cost of the Roman Catholic Church's expanding worldwide mission and invest wisely, but some critics say the Vatican has not yet reconciled its worldly wealth with its spiritual role.

No sooner had Pope John Paul I taken over on Aug. 26 than he appeared to be imposing "order and prudence" on the Church's secrecy-shrouded financial affairs. Critics would note that it still has too much of a secular role through its financial holdings in banks, stock exchanges and real estate. "It depends on the benefits the big mission and investment in securities and real estate.

The third, headed by Bishop Paul Marcinkus, 56, of Cirem, Ill., is the Vatican bank - officially called the Institute for Religious Works. Its annual report said the Vatican had $100 million in deposits with reporting banks at the end of 1977. At the end of 1975, these deposits totaled $115 million.

To avoid moral conflicts, the Vatican divested itself of any stock holdings in companies involved in the manufacture of arms, contraceptives and drugs. At the same time, Vatican money managers have been careful not to acquire money managers in companies that offer protection against Russian flu.

The creation of the Synod of Bishops, a gathering of leading bishops from around the world every three years, also has caused costs to mount.

Meanwhile, wages have been rising. Most of the Vatican's 3,000 employees are tied in to the inflation-based Italian wage escalator, which went up an average of 21 percent over the past three years.

The Indiana Committee for the Humanities, in conjunction with the St. Joseph County Park and Recreation board, has scheduled a "Sweet Sorghum Celebration" tomorrow from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and Sunday from noon to 6 p.m. at St. Patrick's County Park. The celebration will feature a series of presentations on the area's rural history and the material culture which it has developed.

Thomas Fern, associate professor of art at Notre Dame, will be one of the discussion leaders for the event.

An old-style German hand added mood music to the Oktoberfest celebration last evening in St. Mary's cafeteria. [Photo by Mark Ricca]

The drug is not known to have any serious side effects, but a small percentage of those who take it have problems with problems maintaining their concentration, he said.

Hinman also is worried that Russian flu may affect the elderly this winter. "We do not know if it is going to do what it did last spring and affect only youngsters, or if it will get through or be changed slightly and will affect older people," he said.

That could be "dangerous," Hinman said, because "the reason it caused so many deaths last year may well be because it affected only young people."

He said other flu varieties - A-Victoria, A-Texas and influenza-B Hong Kong flu - also will return this winter. As a result, the government is spending $5.2 million in an effort to immunize 8.2 million elderly and infirm American seniors.

This year, for the first time, a trivalent vaccination is available that offers protection against the Hong Kong, A-Texas and A-UPSK strains. That is recommended for the elderly and infirm adults older than 26. A double-immunization of trivalent vaccination with increased protection against Russian flu also is recommended for infirm people older than 26, Hinman said.

National health officials say that 150,000 more deaths would nor have been expected from flu and pneumonia were recorded during epidemics of influenza A, which are much more varied in the United States from 1968 through 1977.
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The drug is not known to have any serious side effects, but a small percentage of those who take it have problems with problems maintaining their concentration, he said.

Hinman also is worried that Russian flu may affect the elderly this winter. "We do not know if it is going to do what it did last spring and affect only youngsters, or if it will get through or be changed slightly and will affect older people," he said.

That could be "dangerous," Hinman said, because "the reason it caused so many deaths last year may well be because it affected only young people."

He said other flu varieties - A-Victoria, A-Texas and influenza-B Hong Kong flu - also will return this winter. As a result, the government is spending $5.2 million in an effort to immunize 8.2 million elderly and infirm American seniors.

This year, for the first time, a trivalent vaccination is available that offers protection against the Hong Kong, A-Texas and A-UPSK strains. That is recommended for the elderly and infirm adults older than 26. A double-immunization of trivalent vaccination with increased protection against Russian flu also is recommended for infirm people older than 26, Hinman said.

National health officials say that 150,000 more deaths would not have been expected from flu and pneumonia were recorded during epidemics of influenza A, which are much more varied in the United States from 1968 through 1977.
FBI seizes conspirators

Tony's Shoe Shop
Quick service - Reasonable prices
Coupon book for 150/0 discount now available
Leather repaired
Quality leather goods sold
Canada Snow boots sold
Winter boots available

ST. LOUIS (AP) - Three men were in custody yesterday accused of plotting to blow up a submarine tender at the St. Louis Naval Base, creating a diversion. Klager said they planned to place a nuclear missile at the base or at a major East Coast city to cause a nuclear getaway.

Klager said the suspects' testimonies of the "tactics" and "were lined up in a position to recruit enough person..." to the police. "I don't know if they could have 1144 carried it out." Klager said. "I'm... not in a position to take that kind of risk..."

An Equal Opportunity Employer

An invitation from IBM to discuss your career

Thursday, October 19
at the Notre Dame Placement Office.

If you are thinking about a career in engineering, computer science or sales/marketing, IBM is certainly one company you should consider.

IBM provides a uniquely creative environment in which talented people are encouraged to accept the challenge and responsibility offered by one of the prime growth industries: information technology.

We can offer you a remarkable variety of career opportunities in many areas. Come and talk with us. We'll be at Notre Dame all day, October 19. The Placement Office will be happy to set up an appointment.

In the meantime, if you would like to know more about us and the many opportunities we offer, our career brochures are available at the Placement Office.

Irv Pfeiffer
Corporate College Relations Manager
IBM Corporation
One IBM Plaza
Chicago, I11. 60611

---

TIMM PARTY STORE
OPEN: MON-SAT 9 am - 11 pm
SUNDAY 12 noon - 11 pm
BEER SALE
3114 S. 11 ST. NILES, MICHIGAN

SMC Student Government check cashing service Saturday Evenings* - at the SMC Dining hall 4:45 to 6:15
$5 limit and 10¢ charging fee

---

ND-SMC Theatre

The 1978-1979 Notre Dame-Saint Mary's Theatre season opens tonight with the presentation of Preston Jones' Le Ann Hampton Lavatory Oberlander. Production dates are Oct. 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, and 14 at 8 p.m. in O'Loughlin Auditorium at Saint Mary's. Tickets are $2 for ND-SMC students, faculty and staff, and are reserved by calling 284-4176.

Professor wins Sociology award

Julian Samora, professor of sociology and anthropology at Notre Dame, has been named winner of a 1978 Sydney Sussex Fellowship of the American Sociological Association, A.S.A. The award recognizes a contribution "to intercultural, inter-ethnic and inter-religious studies and, in turn, encourages further work in this area."

Supported by the Cornerhouse Fund of the A.S.A. the award of $5,000 to Samora recognizes "significant applications of sociological knowledge to actual prevailing social conditions and encourages future applications."

Samora has served as a member of the Notre Dame faculty since 1959 and since 1971 as director of the University's Mexican-American Graduate Studies Program. He is the author of several books dealing with Chicano programs and has participated in both government and private surveys on U.S.-Mexican border activities.

---
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---
Homecoming at Notre Dame

Dear Editor:

In response to the decision at the HPC meeting to remove all 200 graduate halls, the President of the Homecoming King and Queen committee would like to present a better and more likable plan.

The decision was made to remove the halls because the Social Life Commission felt that the halls were not needed and were only a source of problems and embarrassment to other students. The Social Life Commission operates as if it were the Social Life Commission at other institutions. Maybe we actually have made a mistake—plenty of people have been talking about it.

P.O. Box Q
HPC meeting to remove all 200 graduate halls

P.O. Box Q

Graduate Housing Problems

Dear Editor:

It is good to see that the Campus Life Council is interested in the problems of overcrowding in on-campus housing at Notre Dame. It is also excellent to see that concrete measures are being taken with regard to finding solutions to these problems via a committee to look into alternatives of handling the dilemma, however, with regard to the suggested remedies contained in the report of Student Body Vice President Michael Roohan.

According to the Observer article of September 26, Mr. Roohan has stated that the "best idea would be to convert St. Joseph's or Brownson and that this idea would be realized on campus Life at Notre Dame." I wonder if Mr. Roohan has noticed that St. Joseph and Brownson halls are not currently empty warehouses but graduate men from the Notre Dame Community and that these men also highly value the benefits which the Campus Life Council is attempting to achieve for them.

Mr. Roohan's solution appears to be the eviction of the more than 120 graduate men from St. Joseph and Brownson halls in order to make room for some undergraduates. It should be noted that the graduate, law, and M.B.A. students who currently reside in these halls consider themselves part of the Notre Dame Community and that these men also highly value the benefits which the Campus Life Council is attempting to achieve for them.

Furthermore, to evict them would be to deny to one group the "basic people's life that's so special here at Notre Dame." I wonder if Mr. Roohan has noticed that St. Joseph and Brownson halls are not currently empty warehouses but graduate men from the Notre Dame Community and that these men also highly value the benefits which the Campus Life Council is attempting to achieve for them.

Michael H. Bunyak

Chile: In State of Transition

Dear Editor:

As a Chilean student at Notre Dame, I want to express my agreement with some of the ideas expressed in your article "Student Government sponsors Third World Symposium." It is my opinion that a government which allows inflation to rise to world record levels, permits, "in a country where people pay five times the official prices. Long lines, shortages, and black markets are common in the United States during the Arab oil embargo, become a way of life for me and the people I know.

From this inefficiency and suffering results from the illegal nationalization of major industries in the country. Well-trained workers are replaced by inefficient and politically naive workers.

All of these industries, without exception, were broken by the change. When the students went on strike in September, 1973, due to the mismanagement of Allende, the students elected Alcaldes in 1970 who were mostly poor people that saw in business a way to improve their sad conditions. Ironically, they were the most capable and suffered the most. The poor were not able to pay black market prices and had to stand in line to buy bread and meat—often all night.

The first days of the Chileans, September 11 was a day of strong unity and it was represented the end of the hardest period in our country's history. Most families were divided, and Chileans had lost their entire sense of unity.

This statement may shock some, but the truth is that Chileans were happy because they were over it. It is time that we get rid of the government of Allende since its government was a democratic one. Only people who are able to be able to understand better the transition period Chile is going through, and who is responsible for it.

Student Employment

For many of us, Notre Dame is a special place, one of the foremost educational institutions in the nation. We are lucky because we get to be here. A significant number of Notre Dame students must use campus employment to help meet educational costs which are now over $5,000 per year. The majority of student employees are not earning spending money; but, rather, they apply their wages directly toward the payment of tuition and board.

Currently, the wage scale for most students employed on campus ranges from $2.50 to $3.15 per hour. The vast majority of students working in the dining halls are paid minimum wage level. They receive either $2.50 or $2.65, depending on whether they serve or do kitchen work. This represents a 1 cent per hour increase over the past year. Although most of us really enjoy working in the dining halls, the work done by student dining hall employees is dirtier, smellier, more hazardous, and, at times, more inconvenient than other campus jobs (i.e. I do not necessarily mean that dining halls are dangerous, just that I have to stand in line to buy my food and must put it into a warmth chamber...). The majority of students employed in the dining halls hold a variety of jobs, though somewhat less skilled, necessitate a great amount of fortitude. How many students would be willing to scrape with their bare hands partially eaten food, cigarette butts and other senseless waste from dishes which often stack up to a height equal to our heads? I personally could not imagine myself handling four to six glasses per tray non-stop for over two hours. This requires skill and speed. In addition there is the hazard posed by the frequency of broken glass.

Other jobs, though somewhat less skilled, necessitate a great amount of fortitude. In the Educational Services department, the people who work are responsible for accepting Alcaldes in 1970 who were mostly poor people that saw in business a way to improve their sad conditions. Ironically, they were the most capable and suffered the most. The poor were not able to pay black market prices and had to stand in line to buy bread and meat—often all night.

The first days of the Chileans, September 11 was a day of strong unity and it was represented the end of the hardest period in our country's history. Most families were divided, and Chileans had lost their entire sense of unity.

This statement may shock some, but the truth is that Chileans were happy because they were over it. It is time that we get rid of the government of Allende since its government was a democratic one. Only people who are able to be able to understand better the transition period Chile is going through, and who is responsible for it.

Pedro Gram

Policy

The Observer encourages comments from its readers. Letters may be submitted for publication to The Observer at the P.O. Box, Notre Dame, IN 46556; or on the left at The Observer office on the third floor of St. Joseph Hall.

All letters submitted for publication must be typed and must not exceed 200 words. The name, address and phone number of the author will be published unless otherwise requested.

Students have the right to edit all submissions for grammatical accuracy or to shorten statements.

Letters cannot be withheld on letters sufficient reason is presented for doing so.

Student Employment

For many of us, Notre Dame is a special place, one of the foremost educational institutions in the nation. We are lucky because we get to be here. A significant number of Notre Dame students must use campus employment to help meet educational costs which are now over $5,000 per year. The majority of student employees are not earning spending money; but, rather, they apply their wages directly toward the payment of tuition and board.

Currently, the wage scale for most students employed on campus ranges from $2.50 to $3.15 per hour. The vast majority of students working in the dining halls are paid minimum wage level. They receive either $2.50 or $2.65, depending on whether they serve or do kitchen work. This represents a 1 cent per hour increase over the past year. Although most of us really enjoy working in the dining halls, the work done by student dining hall employees is dirtier, smellier, more hazardous, and, at times, more inconvenient than other campus jobs (i.e. I do not necessarily mean that dining halls are dangerous, just that I have to stand in line to buy my food and must put it into a warmth chamber...). The majority of students employed in the dining halls hold a variety of jobs, though somewhat less skilled, necessitate a great amount of fortitude. How many students would be willing to scrape with their bare hands partially eaten food, cigarette butts and other senseless waste from dishes which often stack up to a height equal to our heads? I personally could not imagine myself handling four to six glasses per tray non-stop for over two hours. This requires skill and speed. In addition there is the hazard posed by the frequency of broken glass.

Other jobs, though somewhat less skilled, necessitate a great amount of fortitude. In the Educational Services department, the people who work are responsible for accepting Alcaldes in 1970 who were mostly poor people that saw in business a way to improve their sad conditions. Ironically, they were the most capable and suffered the most. The poor were not able to pay black market prices and had to stand in line to buy bread and meat—often all night.

The first days of the Chileans, September 11 was a day of strong unity and it was represented the end of the hardest period in our country's history. Most families were divided, and Chileans had lost their entire sense of unity.

This statement may shock some, but the truth is that Chileans were happy because they were over it. It is time that we get rid of the government of Allende since its government was a democratic one. Only people who are able to be able to understand better the transition period Chile is going through, and who is responsible for it.

Pedro Gram
Elvis Costello?... What songs does he do? Or is he the same Costello as the King of the New Wave?, that marvelous sound comprised of at least three and a half music genres. Pertinent entities such as Patti Smith and Tom Verlaine; power pop; and the infamous Northern Soul.--The Rolling Stones and "Gloria," with a turn, had their roots in 50s rock. (As someone recently quipped, "They can't call it the old wave" because nobody would buy the stuff.)

It is nearly impossible to lump Costello in any of the aforementioned groups, although he probably resembles Smith much more than any others. His music is definitely his own. By turns romantic, oratory, or biting, he does not sound like reborn flagellants or even distant relatives in different ways from other Wave土壤? Elvis stands alone with his own music. Under which lies a soul flagellated by reality. His music contains what a lot of it been most, but, again, apes no mercy for the unsung.

That happened to him that gave such a handout to and, again, nothing to write home about until Costello won't say anything about when he was known in a working-class London society where all heroes are born. More recently he reportedly told a reporter from Gig magazine that if he had a background, couldn't mean anything to people then, he doesn't see any reason to be handled now. About the public knows about is that while he was operating a computer at the Elizabeth Hotel in January, he was put on "furlough" as a result of several generalizations about women, also.

In another critical vein, Costello notes that excess vanity and constant exposure being the public into too great a familiarity with his music. He pretends to be self-sufficient, but he is not that way. He is not that way. He is the person to whom his music means the most.

This leads in to the most prominent theme of all--the theme of a long-enduring loneliness. If some of the above lyrics are his, then one has to question what his loneliness means. In his interview that his music was operating a computer at the Elizabeth Hotel in January, he was put on "furlough" as a result of several generalizations about women, also.

In another critical vein, Costello notes that excess vanity and constant exposure being the public into too great a familiarity with his music. He pretends to be self-sufficient, but he is not that way. He is not that way. He is the person to whom his music means the most.

This leads in to the most prominent theme of all--the theme of a long-enduring loneliness. If some of the above lyrics are his, then one has to question what his loneliness means. In his interview that his music was operating a computer at the Elizabeth Hotel in January, he was put on "furlough" as a result of several generalizations about women, also.

In another critical vein, Costello notes that excess vanity and constant exposure being the public into too great a familiarity with his music. He pretends to be self-sufficient, but he is not that way. He is not that way. He is the person to whom his music means the most.

This leads in to the most prominent theme of all--the theme of a long-enduring loneliness. If some of the above lyrics are his, then one has to question what his loneliness means. In his interview that his music was operating a computer at the Elizabeth Hotel in January, he was put on "furlough" as a result of several generalizations about women, also.

In another critical vein, Costello notes that excess vanity and constant exposure being the public into too great a familiarity with his music. He pretends to be self-sufficient, but he is not that way. He is not that way. He is the person to whom his music means the most.

This leads in to the most prominent theme of all--the theme of a long-enduring loneliness. If some of the above lyrics are his, then one has to question what his loneliness means. In his interview that his music was operating a computer at the Elizabeth Hotel in January, he was put on "furlough" as a result of several generalizations about women, also.

In another critical vein, Costello notes that excess vanity and constant exposure being the public into too great a familiarity with his music. He pretends to be self-sufficient, but he is not that way. He is not that way. He is the person to whom his music means the most.

This leads in to the most prominent theme of all--the theme of a long-enduring loneliness. If some of the above lyrics are his, then one has to question what his loneliness means. In his interview that his music was operating a computer at the Elizabeth Hotel in January, he was put on "furlough" as a result of several generalizations about women, also. 

In another critical vein, Costello notes that excess vanity and constant exposure being the public into too great a familiarity with his music. He pretends to be self-sufficient, but he is not that way. He is not that way. He is the person to whom his music means the most.

This leads in to the most prominent theme of all--the theme of a long-enduring loneliness. If some of the above lyrics are his, then one has to question what his loneliness means. In his interview that his music was operating a computer at the Elizabeth Hotel in January, he was put on "furlough" as a result of several generalizations about women, also.

In another critical vein, Costello notes that excess vanity and constant exposure being the public into too great a familiarity with his music. He pretends to be self-sufficient, but he is not that way. He is not that way. He is the person to whom his music means the most.

This leads in to the most prominent theme of all--the theme of a long-enduring loneliness. If some of the above lyrics are his, then one has to question what his loneliness means. In his interview that his music was operating a computer at the Elizabeth Hotel in January, he was put on "furlough" as a result of several generalizations about women, also.

In another critical vein, Costello notes that excess vanity and constant exposure being the public into too great a familiarity with his music. He pretends to be self-sufficient, but he is not that way. He is not that way. He is the person to whom his music means the most.

This leads in to the most prominent theme of all--the theme of a long-enduring loneliness. If some of the above lyrics are his, then one has to question what his loneliness means. In his interview that his music was operating a computer at the Elizabeth Hotel in January, he was put on "furlough" as a result of several generalizations about women, also. 

In another critical vein, Costello notes that excess vanity and constant exposure being the public into too great a familiarity with his music. He pretends to be self-sufficient, but he is not that way. He is not that way. He is the person to whom his music means the most.
The Irish Extra

ND-MSU resume series with 44th meeting

by Lee Severino
Sports Writer

The trademarks of the Michigan State-Notre Dame series have always included hard-hitting and aggressive play. These trademarks are exemplified by the number of serious injuries suffered during the series, which the Irish lead, 26-15. The series began in 1947 as Notre Dame smashed Michigan State then known as Michigan Agricultural College, 34-6. After eight consecutive trips to South Bend, a battle of Irish and Spartans, MSU recorded its first win of the series at East Lansing in 1910 by a score of 17-14. In 1922, the Irish needed a 48-0, holding the Spartans without a first down. The ND defense of that season allowed only 41 points in 31 games. After the series was put on hold, play did not meet again until 1946. The Irish then won both the 1948 and 49 games behind the running of Emil Sitko and the passing of quarterback Bob Williams. The Irish signal-caller connected on 13-16 passes with 1-2 TDs in each of the 1949 contest.

Michigan State began a 14-year domination of the series in 1950 and proceeded to win 12 of the next 13 games. The only Irish triumph came in 1956. Trailing 13-0, ND scored 20 consecutive points, led by the rushing of Joe Heap, who amassed 110 yards on the ground. Former NFL MVP Earl Morrall rallied the Spartans on a touchdown drive with a minute left in the game, but reserve guard Pat Escricia blocked the conversion attempt and ND eked out a 20-19 decision.

The 1955 win was the first for MSU under the guidance of Duffy Daugherty. Morrall guided the Spartans to a 21-7 win and was voted the MVP of the Irish AP poll. The table won the first year as the Irish head coach. Heisman Trophy winner John Huarte completed 11 of 17, 198 yards in 1956, the Irish notched a 35-2 win.

The tables were turned the following year as the Spartan defense, paced by 269-pound Rubba Smith and linebackers George Webster, held Notre Dame to just 132 yards rushing. The 32-yardfield goal was all the scoring the Irish could muster as MSU prevailed 12-7.

The 1966 matchup, also known as "the game of the century," is probably the most famous college game of all time. The two teams combined a total of 17 first or second-team All-Americans and were ranked 1-2 in the nation at game time. The Irish tallied from a 10-0 deficit behind reserve quarterback Colley Fink and gained a 10-10 tie. Although ND was severely criticized for allowing the 2-2 tie in the final minutes, the Irish came back to rout USC, 51-0 the following week, and were voted National Champions by both wire services.

The games of the ten-year period from 1966-77 continued the tradition of the bruising hard-fought battles of the past. Although not as high-scoring as other Irish rivalries, the ND-Michigan State series continued to produce exciting games, embossed by bizarre occurrences which only added to their glamour. The enthusiasm for the 1967 contest was dampened when both the Irish (3-2) and Spartans (2-3) were off to poor starts. Michigan State also suffered, without six regulars suspended for curfew violations by Daugherty. On the other hand, the Spartans put up a good fight before bowing 24-12. Irish sophomore fullback Jeff Zimmerman scored three touchdowns and ran for 135 of ND's 280 yards rushing.

On the Friday before the 1968 game, Denes Daugherty pressed the issue was thinking of opening the game with an onside kick. The reaction of the writers was "skeptic." But sure enough MSU tried and succeeded in recovering an onside kick on the opening kickoff of the game the next day. Michigan State won 27-17, but only after stopping ND on first and goal from the two late in the game. Three subsequent running plays set up a fourth and goal with time for only one more play. The game ended on a sour note for the Irish, as an obvious pass interference call went undetected by the back judge who had slipped and fallen on the play. An unusual ending to a game with an equalizing unusual opening. Joe Theisman was the star of the 1969 game, completing 20-33 passes for 249 yards and three touchdowns, in addition to rushing for 51 more. Fullback Bill Bancroft's 2 yard touchdown was the only scoring moment for Notre Dame in the first half as an attempted quick kick from the ND nine backfired. The kick hit Spartan linebacker Ron Crurl squarely in the chest, and MSU recovered and went on to an easy score.

There were no embarrassing moments for the Irish in the 1970 contest. The Irish defeated MSU 25-0 for their first win at East Lansing in 21 years. A crowd of 30,000 students watched on closed-circuit television at the ACC as Ara Parseighian's club rolled up 131 yards in total offense. The defense was equally dominant as the Walt Patulski led unit limited the Spartans to 174 yards.

The Notre Dame defense continued their superiority over Michigan State for the next three years holding the Spartan offense without a touchdown. The 1973 National Championship team received their sternest regular season test against the Spartans under new head coach Denny Stolz. Despite outgaining MSU 366-49, the Irish could only manage a 14-10 win. The ND touchdowns came on an 11-yard run by Wayne Bulluck and a 10-yard Tom Clements-Pete Demmerle pass. MSU's only touchdown came on a 30-yard interception return by Ray Nester. Wayne Bulluck enjoyed an outstanding game in 1974 at East Lansing. The rugged fullback carried a school record 36 times gaining 127 yards as ND defeated a stubborn Michigan State squad 17-14.

The Spartans handed Coach Dan Devine his first loss as a Notre Dame coach with their 10-8 upset in 1975. Reserve fullback Tyrone Wilson's 76-yard run with four minutes left sealed the 23-17 victory. Leve Jackson's winning four-yard-touchdown run was the Irish trademark of the high-scoring low scoring Michigan State-Notre Dame game.

The Irish gained revenge the following year stopping the Spartans 24-6. The Irish touchdowns came on a six-yard run by Al Hunter, a 20-yard pass play from Sager to Terry Eurick, and a one-yard Sager toss to Ken MacAffee. Michigan State was hampered by poor field position all day as Joe Restic averaged 46.3 on six punts.

Last year's game was marred by ten turnovers, due in part to offensive mistakes but also largely because of hard hitting by both defenses. Dave Reeve booted three field goals, including a school record 51-yarder as Notre Dame chalked up a 16-6 victory. Jerome

Heavens played an outstanding game at tailback running 136 yards in 23 carries. Defensively, Bob Gulic rolled up 18 tackles and intercepted a pass as the Irish defense held Michigan State with- out a touchdown for the second consecutive year.

This year's matchup will probably fit well in the history of the Notre Dame-Michigan State series. Look for a hardfisting low-scoring game as these two traditional rivals square off for the 44th time.

Individual total offense leaders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>G</th>
<th>PLAYS</th>
<th>YARDS</th>
<th>AVG</th>
<th>FG</th>
<th>TD</th>
<th>YDS Avg</th>
<th>AVG</th>
<th>TD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASS RECEIVING</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>PC</td>
<td>YDS</td>
<td>AVG</td>
<td>TD</td>
<td>LG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferguson</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holohan</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavens</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hauser</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastak</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grindinger</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velus</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conedi</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storz</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hart</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hechel</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPP</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>G</th>
<th>YDS</th>
<th>AVG</th>
<th>TD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PUNTING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restic</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>36.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>36.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPP</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>812</td>
<td>35.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Irish hope to even record against MSU

by Craig Chval
Sports Writer

The Fighting Irish, fresh off their first win of the 1978 season, will try to even their record at 2-2 when they travel to East Lansing to face the Michigan State Spartans.

The Spartans, 30-9 losers to Southern Cal last week, are 0-1 in the Big Ten, and 1-2 overall. Michigan State's offense is centered around senior quarterback Eddy Smith, whose performance passing title as a sophomore in 1976.

Kirk Gibson provides Smith with a legitimate All-American target for his aerials. In his three-year Spartan career, Gibson has thrown 70 passes, 17 of them for touchdowns. His lifetime mark of 22.0 yards per catch is as good as you'll find in the nation.

A tremendous all-around athlete, Gibson was the Detroit Tigers' first pick in last spring's free agent draft, playing only one season of collegiate ball. Due to a new NCAA rule, Gibson is limited to sign with the Tigers and still retain his final year of football eligibility.

Notre Dame's defensive secondary, tested in its last two games by Michigan's Rick Leach and Mark Herrmann of Purdue, will be under the gun once again.

Backfield coach Jim Johnson's men, burned by three second-half touchdown passes flung by Rick Leach, acquitted themselves nicely last Saturday against Purdue.

Mark Herrmann, who picked apart the Notre Dame secondary a year ago, was limited to 15-for-30 passing, for 161 yards, six yards from last year's 351 yards passing. The backs were helped by an improved pass rush and timely bliters.

Strong safety Jim Browner, whose first-half blitz forced a Herrmann fumble on the Notre Dame 12, drew the comparison between Leach and Herrmann.

"Rick Leach passed a lot but he was also a running threat. We had to think a lot more about the run in the secondary when Leach was quarterbacking," said Browner. "With Herrmann, the last thing we knew he would do is run with the football.

Fortunately for Browner and his cohorts, Smith's style more closely resembles Herrmann's than Leach's. The 6-foot-1, 168-pounder will not run away from Michigan State's pro-style offense unless he is in dire straits.

David Wayne holds down the other corner, and he is coming off an excellent performance against Purdue. Twice in the first half he saved Purdue touchdowns by breaking up Mark Herrmann passes.

On offense, Notre Dame is still seeking to get untracked. The Irish have averaged only eight points per game, and have been haunted by 12 turnovers in the first three games.

Jerome Heavens, whose 26-yard touchdown jaunt against the Buckeyes was Notre Dame's longest run, from scrimmage this season, needs 186 yards to catch George Gipp as Notre Dame's all-time leading rusher.

Quarterback Joe Montana hit on seven of 11 tosses against Purdue, but was intercepted twice. The senior from Monongahela, PA, has yet to rip a defense apart, but that is due in large part to the fact that Notre Dame threw the ball only once in 25 first-down plays against Purdue.

For the Spartans, senior Tom Graves heads up a tough secondary, from his strong safety position. Graves, a hard hitter at 215 pounds, is joined at the other safety spot by Mark Anderson, who led the Spartans with six interceptions in 1977.

If the Irish choose to continue their pattern of running straight up the gut, they will find a pair of outstanding defensive tackles waiting.

Melvis Ladd and Angelo Fields form a Mutt and Jeff combination if there ever was one. Ladd, a senior, is relatively small at 6-foot-3 and 236. But he excels in the pit due to his superior quickness.

Fields, on the other hand, relies on brute strength. At 6-foot-6, 285 pounds, he is in dire straits.

If the game is close, Michigan State's punter, Ray Stachowicz may make a difference. The sophomore booted the Big Ten in punting average last fall with a 40.2 average. This is the first road test of the season for the Irish. They will put a four-game, road winning streak on the line, dating back to last year's 37-24 win at Purdue.

The last team to defeat Notre Dame on the road was Mississippi.
The Irish Extra

Ray O'Brien

I may be wrong, but......

The Irish Eye

Nov. 19, 1966

The game of the century

Tony Pace

Notre Dame versus Michigan State—it has been a good sectional rivalry for many years but one that auto-rally fans will never forget. It is the most important college football game of the season and the two teams have been memorable every played.

The first meeting between Notre Dame was 8-0 and ranked first in both the AP and UPI polls. Michigan State, with a 9-0 record, was ranked second in the polls. The battle was set for Saturday, November 19, in East Lansing. The game captured the imagination of the country like no other regular season collegiate grid.

The Irish had a powerful offense featuring the running of halfback Nick Eddy and the sophomores passing combination of quarterback Bob Apisa and end Sean Meyron. Hanratty and Seymore had made their varsity debuts and proving that they can do more than disruptcalculators as they proved themselves by knocking Notre Dame won't be around to threaten for the Bulldogs by
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Mountaineering #2.

SELECTING THE PROPER GEAR

The Busch label is where it all begins. Note the snowy, craggy peaks affixed thereto. They are the mountains.

You are the mountaineer. And this is an ad. The subject of which is selecting the proper gear for mountaineering. (It all fits together so nicely, doesn’t it?)

First and foremost, you’ll need to pop the mountain top. For this task, faithful mountaineers use a church key. Secular mountaineers use a bottle opener. Don’t be confused by these antics with semantics. Just remember, the opener is your primary tool. Be true to it and it will be true to you.

Second, choose a glass. Here the options become immense. German steins, hand-blown pilseners, old jelly jars, that cute little key used by mountaineers.) Mr. Boffo mug you’ve had since third grade.

Comfort is crucial. If you mountaineer in public, pick a padded bar stool, preferably one that spins (to facilitate admiring the scenery). At home, a comfortable chair or sofa will do. Rule of thumb: if it feels good, and the police don’t seem to mind, do it.

Then turn on the tube or spin a tune or crack a good book. The choice is strictly between you and the dominant hemisphere of your brain. Of course, some mountaineers say the smooth, refreshing taste of Busch is entertainment enough.

And thank goodness they do, because it’s an excellent conclusion.

Be adventurous. Experiment. Most mountaineers have a personal preference. You’ll develop one too.

Food is next. Proper mountaineering, not to mention proper nutrition, requires a smorgasbord selection of snacks. Some mountaineers have suffered from a potato chip deficiency, a pretzel imbalance or other serious dietary defects. Plan ahead.

Don’t just reach for a beer. Head for the mountains.
Dave Gill's

WHAT'S GONNA HAPPEN IN DOWNTOWN?

Bars

Joe Pere's Saloon: 120 N. Main, Mishawaka. A favorite watering hole of one of my housemates. The good Doctor provides a western atmosphere with much better-than-average drinks. It has been rumored that some ND profs have been seen there, so you know it can't be too expensive.

Ice House: 100 Center, Mishawaka. The 100 Center is a nice place to go for just the interesting shops. The Ice House makes it even nicer.

Holly's Landing: 1717 Lincolnway East. Even though it's a chain in a five state area, the decor and service are more than adequate for a few peaceful drinks.

Leo's B.B.Q: Always a favorite. Excellent ribs and low prices on bour. If you haven't been there, go.

Senior Bar: If you're an underclassman, forget it—they buck ID's pretty tough. But if you're 21 and an alumnus or senior, this is the place to get happy with your classmates. Operate Mike Schlageter and Co. offer a really swingin' time.

Canehose': South Bend's only disco (and that's a real shame). Three other shames: a dance floor that accomodates 17 people standing; overpriced drinks; and a ventilation system that blows warm air onto the dance floor. But if getting dressed up and dancing in good disco is for you, then this is the place to go.

Vegetable Buddies: This week: October 6—Duran-a country-rock band from Chicago. October 7—John Mayall and Harvey Mandel, one set by Mandel and two full sets by Harvey; October 9—Zindel's Effects of Gamma Rays on Mau-Mau Men North Vietnamese by Chasit Productions; October 11—Listen, a rock and roll band; October 12—Night Vision, a jazz and blues band; October 13—Martin, Bogan, and the Armstrangs, the only authentic old time string band.

LP Studios: 1345 N. Ironwood. Excellent piano bar and good drinks.

Eddie's: 200 E. Notre Dame. Excellent jukebox and good drinks.

State of Siege: October 6; 7, 9:30 pm. Wa//ington Hall. This French-produced movie is about a terrorist kidnapping in Uruguay completes the Third World Film Festival until November.

Dr. Zhivago: October 7, 8 p.m. Carroll Hall (SMC). Starring Omar Sharif. Take your winter coat because the winter scenes are real and look so cold that you'll be shivering before you know it. Excellent scenery, music, costumes. Sometimes the plot drags, but it's worth seeing once, at least once without commercials.

The Sting: October 6; 7, 9:15, 11:30 pm. Engineering Auditorium. Starring Robert Redford, Paul Newman. This one isn't as good after you've seen it once but, before the acting, the costumes, and the music are excellent and make it worthwhile to see again.

Paper Chase: October 12, 13, 7, 9, 11 pm. Engineering Auditorium. A detailed fictional account of the problems, pressures, and hassles one usually encounters in law school.

A Clockwork Orange: October 7, 8, 9, 9:30, 12 midnight; Engineering Auditorium. Stanley Kubrick's masterful film dealing with violence, unprovoked violence, and possible remedies. Worth seeing, me little doings, whether it's your first or fifth viewing. Be sure to get there early for a good seat!

Up in Smoke: River Park; 7:30, 9:30 pm. Starring Cheech Marin, Tommy Chong, Stacy Keach. What is there to say about Cheech and Chong? The nationally-known comedy duo has moved from albums and concert appearances to movies. If the movie is anything like their live or recorded performances, then the film should be good entertainment. The advertisement reads "Don't go straight to see this movie," so you can make your own estimations of the film's content.

The Boys from Brazil: Scottsdale Mall. Starring Gregory Peck, Lawrence Olivier., James Mason. From the novel by Ira Levin.

Paul Play: 2:15, 4:45, 7:15, 9:30. Town and Country I. Starring Chevy Chase and Goldie Hawn. Another "Saturday Night" graduate makes it big with this first-rate spy spoof. Have continuous the space cadet role he played so well on "Laugh-In" so many moons ago. Good fun.

Goin' South; Forum Cinema II. Starring Jack Nicholson. A long-awaited film from Nicholson who has been noticeably absent from recent screen productions.

Animal House: 1:30, 3:40, 5:45, 7:50, 10 pm. Town and Country I. Starring John Belushi. Crazy, hilarious, raunchy, good. All this and more from "Saturday Night's" resident star, and Second City's outrageous Harold Ramis. Collegiate humor at its best. Toga! Toga! Toga!

Lectures

“The Assassination of John F. Kennedy”; October 10, 7 pm. Library Auditorium. A film lecture that raises questions and looks for answers in the killing of JFK.

“The Assassination of Martin Luther King”; October 11, 7 pm. Library Auditorium. Martin Lane, attorney for James Earl Ray, will discuss Ray's reasons for acting for a retrial of King's suppose innocence.

“The Great Powers and the Middle East”; October 10, 11, 12, 4 pm. Library Auditorium. John Campbell.

Movies

Pumping Iron (1977); October 8, 9 pm. The bodybuilding mystique is the focus of this documentary that follows the training and competition for the World Bodybuilding Championship.

Verona, U.S.O Girl; October 11, 8 pm. Sassy Spacek and Sally Kellerman star in this tale of a stage-struck young woman who achieves immortality as a performer during WWII. This Emmy-nominated production is based on a story by Paul Gallico.

Chicago Symphony Quartet: October 9; 8:15 pm. Library Auditorium, Admission $1.

La Ann Hampton Laverty Oberlander; October 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 9 pm. O'Laughlin Lecture; October 6—Duran-a country-rock band from Chicago. October 7—John Mayall and Harvey Mandel, one set by Mandel and two full sets by Harvey; October 9—Zindel's Effects of Gamma Rays on Mau-Mau Men North Vietnamese by Chasit Productions; October 11—Listen, a rock and roll band; October 12—Night Vision, a jazz and blues band; October 13—Martin, Bogan, and the Armstrangs, the only authentic old time string band.

Illustrated by Patrick J. Byrnes
HOMECOMING PACKAGE SALE
9:00 MONDAY MORNING
LOCATION TO BE POSTED ON THE FRONT DOORS OF LAFORTUNE AT 9:00 SUNDAY NIGHT.

EACH PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• 2 B.A. FOOTBALL TICKETS FOR PITTSBURGH
• 2 NEIL YOUNG CONCERT TICKETS
• 1 TICKET THAT ADMITS A COUPLE TO THE HOMECOMING DANCE
• 1 HOMECOMING MUM

• TOTAL PRICE $65
• STUDENT ID. REQUIRED
• 1 PACKAGE PER PERSON

• NO LOTTERY, FIRST COME FIRST SERVE

“I’ve got Pabst Blue Ribbon on my mind.”
WASHINGTON (AP) - Because of increases in postal rates, in coming years your magazines may be brought to your door by a youngster instead of to your mailbox, a letter carrier.

That may save you money on magazine subscriptions, but it has the Postal Service worried about second-class mail and the rates for it.

The publishing industry is preparing for the end of taxpayer subsidization for news and education. The companies usually employ youths to undersell the first-class stamp has more than doubled from 6 to 15 cents. The rate for a typical large-circulation magazine, such as Reader's Digest, has gone from 2 cents per copy to 10 cents today and is scheduled to go up to 12.5 cents next year. Reader's Digest said in a recent article.

The publishing industry has looked to Congress to restore at least some of the subsidies, so far without success. Reader’s Digest, which has a monthly circulation of more than 18 million, asked in its article that readers write their senators in support of such a bill.

The current experiments with alternate delivery include several major publicsations as Time, Newsweek and the Wall Street Journal.

The Postal Service is worried about this development, which reminds officials of its loss of most of its first-class, or parcel, volume to private firms.

The companies, led by United Parcel Services, engage in an historic Flemish instrument and Domenico Scarlatti as well as a new double harpsichord built for the concert, but seating begins at 7:30 p.m. in the chapel of Regina Hall will open the 1978-79 Harpsichords are expected to be seen in the comments of Francis Biglin said the July 6 date makes it happen in second ...

The most important of them is the Wall Street Journal. Postal workers, sometimes under political pressure, have reduced its financial responsibility. However, the phase-out of the subsidies also has resulted in second-class mail rates going up more steeply than first-class rates.

There have been increases in rates for all classes of mail in 1971, with private firms. These companies usually employ youths to undersell the companies are expected to be seen in the comments of Francis Biglin said the July 6 date makes it happen in second ...

It happened in second ...

Federal law prohibits competition with the Postal Service in first-class mail service and makes only a prohibition for other mail. Publishers say they hope to save millions of dollars and hold down future increases in subscription rates through alternate delivery systems.

Better Homes & Gardens says private delivery costs it about 10 cents a copy, while its mail bills now are 13.6 cents. It already uses private couriers in six cities and plans to add at least 10 more.

Reader’s Digest uses private delivery almost 100,000 California subscribers. “This company isn’t testing any longer,” said Coleman Hoyt, a vice president. “We are committed to alternate delivery on a permanent basis.”

SympHony string quartet playS

The Chicago Symphony String Quartet will make its tenth annual recital appearance 8:45 p.m. Monday in the Library Auditorium. The recital, for which the quartet will be joined by Notre Dame music Department chairman William Cerry on piano, is open to the public at a cost of one dollar.

The members of the quartet, Victor Altay and Edgar Moorer, violin, Milton Preves and viola, and Frank Miller, cello, are prominent soloists, conductors, and symphony musicians in Chicago. Altay, Preves and Miller are principal players of their respective sections in the Chicago Symphony.

Moorer’s group includes Haydn’s Quartet in C Major, the Quartet by paul Creston, and the Quartet for piano and string quartet by cesar Franck.

Franck, despite his German background, was a leading figure in the romantic development of music in the late 19th century. His Piano Quintet, which was first performed at the Societe Nationale in 1880, is in grand and effective late romantic style.

The work presents the earliest example of Franck’s celebrated 1 cycle technique. According to i...

Society offers concert

The International String Quartet will perform Sunday at 4 p.m. in the Concord Performing Arts Center. The concert is part of the Elkhart Symphony Society’s Festival Season. The members of the quartet perform works of Mozart, Beetho...

Tours of three continents and victories in such prestigious competitions as the Grand Prix, the East-West (New York), and the Munich (Germany) have brought this chamber music ensemble a brilliant and meteoric success.

The last year they debuted in Carnegie Recital hall, we York City to
TOKYO (AP) - Chairman Mao Tse-tung’s little red book, the book of quotations from the late Chinese leader often waved aloft by trees of thousands of idle students, may now be knocked off China’s best-seller list.

China’s leading newspaper says real students of Mao’s thoughts must now study his whole philosophy, not scattered quips, sentences and sayings that could be interpreted any number of ways.

There have been hints from China that some ideas of the revered founder and chief philosopher of the People’s Republic might be undergoing some re-evaluation.

The book, traditionally bound in red and made to easily fit in a pocket, contained Mao’s ideas on subjects ranging from political philosophy to everyday life.

An article in the state newspaper People’s Daily, broadcast in part by the official Hinhua news agency and monitored here, said Mao’s quotations must be understood in context and in connection with certain times, places and conditions.

The article hinted at a de-emphasis of the government’s use of quotations taken from the book.

It did not directly criticize Mao, nor did it directly mention his book. But it did attack the late defense minister Lin Piao and the deceased “Gang of Four.”

The four, including Mao’s widow Chang Ching and three other top officials, lost out to Premier Hua Kuo-feng in a struggle for power after Mao’s death in September 1976.

Chang and her three comrades were arrested in October 1976, after a reported coup attempt.

They have been accused of a variety of offenses ranging from distorting Mao’s ideas and economic disruption to sabotaging the former chairman’s medical treatment.

Lin, accused of plotting to assassinate Mao and stage a coup, was supposedly while trying to flee to the Soviet Union.

The People’s Daily article quoted Mao himself as saying, “If anyone claims that any comrade - for instance any comrade of the Central Committee, or for that matter I myself - completely understood the laws governing the Chinese revolution, then he is a braggart and you must on no account believe him.”

The four, claiming to be the true interpreter of Mao, put political fidelity ahead of everything, and denounced those who concentrated on economic advances.

Hua, Mao’s successor, has set a goal of complete modernization for China by the 2000, and has declared that doing good work in economics and production is part of one’s political duty.

NEW TESTAMENT SAVES WATCHMAN

CHARLESTON, W.VA. (AP) - Night watchman Robert Hanson says he always carries a small New Testament in his shirt pocket because it “gives me strength.”

Police say that on Thursday it saved his life.

As Hanson was making his final rounds before dawn in the basement of a department store building, an intruder shot him in the chest.

City police patrolman Michael Walker said the .22-caliber pistol bullet struck the Bible and penetrated all but the back leather cover.

Hanson, 36, was knocked down but suffered only a bruised chest, doctors said.

He said the intruder, whom he encountered in the offices of the American cancer Society, “was about 30 yards away.”

“I don’t know why he shot me,” Hanson said. “I was unarmed. I just remember seeing a flash, like when you get into a fight and get hit hard.”

The intruder fled, and Hanson was treated and released at Charleston General Hospital. Hanson is employed by a real estate company that owns the department store.

After his release from the hospital, he went by the company office.

“He showed me the brat,” said owner George Cole. “He’s a very thick, very quiet person. He’s unreal. He never changed expression.”

Earlier, Hanson had sat on an examining table at the hospital, leafing through his Bible, which now has a small, neat hole slightly left of center.

Hanson said he had nearly drowned in 1965 and was baptized about a year later, when you get into a fight and get hit hard.”

The sum of his lifetime projects was a vital factor in the artist’s development.

Weston maintained a loving correspondence with his sister throughout her lifetime; he sent May his most accurate impressions of the world in this series of photographs.

The sum of his life’s projects are on display, urban and rural, as the scenario San Francisco harbor, and captures the respective symmetry of both in some of his most captivating prints.

General rubbish and refuse clutter the side lawn of O’Shag as the construction continues on the Engineering Building. [Photo by Mark Ricca]
WSND-AM sponsors ‘Bite the Big Apple’

by Paul Staude

Notre Dame students who listen to WSND-AM will be given a chance to try their luck for the Big Apple this semester. The station is sponsoring a five-week giveaway that will culminate with a drawing for an all-expense paid trip for two to New York City.

“The whole idea behind the contest is to get the students to listen to our revamped AM station,” said Kate Bernard, WSND station manager. “We’re different this year. Jim Dorgan, our AM program director, has done a tremendous job in getting all of his announcers to have a much more professional sound.”

The contest will begin Monday, and will feature on-the-air giveaways of albums, McDonald’s coupons, Sports Illustrated Court Club memberships, as well as movie passes. The New York weekend will feature accommodations at the Saint Moritz Hotel, two tickets to a Broadway play, and $125 in spending money for the winning student.

“We’ll have three winners each day during the week...one each during our morning, afternoon and evening broadcast periods,” Dorgan explained, “and with one winner daily on Saturday and Sunday.”

The drawing for the New York trip will be held Nov. 21, with each daily winner eligible for the big prize. WSND station employees are not eligible for the daily prizes, but their roommates can in and win under the rules of the contest.

Here is the procedure that a student must follow to win: An official WSND door tag will be distributed to every room on the Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s campuses tomorrow. For an occupant to be eligible, the tag must be on hung on his or her doorknob and left there for the duration of the contest.

Station personnel will then randomly select winners from the rooms displaying tags. The students must listen to WSND-AM, 640 on the dial, to hear if their room is picked to receive a prize. Once their room number is read over the air, students can call the studio and claim their prize.

“The contest is directed solely toward the students of Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s, that’s just like our new format, and that’s why we think we’re the best station in the area for the students to listen to,” Dorgan says. According to Bernard, WSND offers the students a balanced variety of top 100 music, solid gold songs, and an average of at least four requests each hour during regular programming.

Dorgan believes this format offers the students what they want to hear. “We don’t play the Bee Gees and Grease or the music that WRBB plays to appeal to the ‘teeny-bopper’ audience of South Bend. Our jocks are better than the ones at WAOR, and our format is better too,” he said.

“We offer special programming that the others don’t offer, like Studio J, Rock in Retrospect, Blast From the Past, Free Radio Notre Dame, and all our sports programs,” continued the AM program director.

Diner installs signal to aid police patrons

FORT WAYNE, Ind. [AP] - The folks at Marge’s Diner want to avoid police traffic jams at their humble eatery, so they’ve installed a signal to notify the men in blue when the coast is clear for them to drop in.

Policemen, especially those on motorcycles, have been stopping by Marge’s regularly for the past five years. But a department regulation forbids motorcycle policemen to stop a group of customers, so they’ve installed a signal to aid in getting at an eating establishment at any time.

Recently, a police commander declared the regulation would be strictly enforced.

So, diner owners Marge and Bob Goodman, who say the policemen "are just good people and they’re our friends," came up with a method to alleviate the heavy traffic.

"The light was just a joke," Marge said. "We thought it was kind of cute - being like a traffic signal and all."

That policemen think it’s pretty "cute," too.

As one officer rides up and enters, he reaches up and switches the signal yellow. The next one comes up and turns it to red, meaning anyone else will have to wait until one or both leave.

Inside, the patrons feel free to plug their paperwork on the counter and fill out accident reports over a glass of iced tea. They use the phone or restroom when they want. A police radio blares through a speaker mounted overhead. They say hello and strike up conversations with other customers.

"A policeman needs to be some­where where he can be com­fortable," says Bob, juggling food orders over hot grill just behind the counter of the narrow diner. He points out motorcycle policemen don’t have desks on their bikes, but the work has to be done somewhere.

WHAT’S AN NSACAREER?

It’s different things to different people.

Of course, most of the employees at the National Security Agency have certain things in common: they are civilians employed by the Department of Defense; they are engaged in projects vital to our country’s communications security and intelligence production; and they all enjoy the benefits that accompany Federal employment. However, the differences between our career opportunities are just as interesting as their similarities. For example...

TO THE ELECTRONIC ENGINEER (BS/MS): An NSA career means delving into unique projects which can span every phase of the R&D cycle. An engineer may design, develop, test and manage contracts on communications, recording, and information storage devices and systems whose capacities and speeds are still considered futuristic in most quarters.

TO THE COMPUTER SCIENTIST (BS/MS): It means applying his or her knowledge in a wide range of sub-disciplines such as systems design, systems programming, operating systems, computer applications analysis, and retrieval systems.

TO THE MATHEMATICIAN (MS): A career means defining, formulating, and solving complex communications-related problems. Statistical mathematics, matrix algebra and combinatorial analysis are just a few of the tools applied by the NSA mathematician.

TO THE LINGUIST (BA/MA/PhD): A career consists of transcribing, translating, and perhaps conducting analysis and documentation projects. Slavic, Mid-Eastern, and Asian language majors can expect to encounter assignments and continuing self-development.

Interested in learning more about the difference in an NSA career? Schedule an interview with us through your Student Placement Office today.

U.S. Citizenship is required.

The Observer
Marathon Club races on

by Donna Teven

Every Wednesday afternoon at 4:30 p.m. members of the Notre Dame Marathon Club meet in front of the Administration Building before they begin their weekly two-mile run around St. Joseph's and St. Mary's Lakes.

Led by Rycyna

According to Rycyna the race was conceived this summer by two marathon runners—Donald Charles, "D.C." Nokes, and Kenneth Featherstone. Nokes is a Notre Dame admissions counselor who has run in many marathons including the Boston Marathon, and Kenneth Featherstone is an associate professor of architecture.

Rycyna stated that "the purpose of the race is to introduce people to running, and is, therefore, not restricted to club members."

Although plans have not yet been finalized, Rycyna stated that the race will probably start at Stepan Center and continue around St. Joseph's and St. Mary's Lakes to the South Quad and finally end at the Administration Building. He also said that it is likely that finishing times will be posted and that possibly ribbons will be awarded to the top finishers.

Rycyna suggested the possibility that future races could be held at Saint Mary's Lakes.

Rycyna, who became involved in track in high school, said that he enjoys Marathon Club running rather than running with a cross-country team because of the "individualistic" aspect of marathon running.

Taxidermist reflects on job

COLUMBUS, OH [AP] - The 8-foot Alaskan brown bear in Max Shipley's home is a little like a Sherman tank. Even if it doesn't move or make noise, it's awful hard to ignore. That is, unless you've seen the pouncing African lion in his gar age.

Both beasts are beyond causing harm, Shipley says. It's an art he admired as a child.

In high school he sent away for a correspondence course on taxidermy.

He got it! Shipley immediately ships the skin to Colorado to be tanned.

When he receives an animal, Shipley immediately points out the 25 players, the club was organized for anyone at Notre Dame or the University of Illinois-Chicago Circle, Saint. Joseph's and Mary's Lakes to play its fifth annual match against the Boston University track team because of the "greatest aspect of the marathon running."
ND SMC revises the shuttle bus schedule

The Notre Dame-Saint Mary's shuttle bus schedule has been changed and re-established. Copies of the schedule are available at the student union and are posted in each Notre Dame dorm, as well as prominent locations on campus. Additional copies may be obtained from the Student Government secretariat. The new schedule is as follows:

- **Monday**: 7:00-8:30, 8:50-10:20, 10:40-12:10, 12:30-2:00, 2:20-3:50, 4:10-5:40
- **Tuesday**: 7:00-8:30, 8:50-10:20, 10:40-12:10, 12:30-2:00, 2:20-3:50, 4:10-5:40
- **Wednesday**: 7:00-8:30, 8:50-10:20, 10:40-12:10, 12:30-2:00, 2:20-3:50, 4:10-5:40
- **Thursday**: 7:00-8:30, 8:50-10:20, 10:40-12:10, 12:30-2:00, 2:20-3:50, 4:10-5:40
- **Friday**: 7:00-8:30, 8:50-10:20, 10:40-12:10, 12:30-2:00, 2:20-3:50, 4:10-5:40

*Note: The shuttle service is suspended during the university's break periods.*

Isaac Singer wins the 1978 Nobel Prize for literature

Stockholm, Sweden [AP] - Isaac Bashevis Singer, the master Yiddish humorist, was awarded the Nobel Prize for literature Friday.

The 74-year-old Polish-born novelist and short-story writer, a master of Yiddish and Spanish, was cited by the Swedish Academy of Letters and Sciences as one of the "most original" and "most universal" Yiddish authors. Singer, the second American to win the Nobel Prize, is known for his Yiddish novels and short stories, which have been translated into 26 languages.

In accepting the award, Singer said: "I would like to express my gratitude to the Academy and to all those who believe in the Yiddish language and culture."

Singer's works include novels, short stories and children's books. He has received numerous awards and honors, including the National Book Award in 1978.

Senior Fellow holds nominations

Senior Fellow nominations, which were scheduled to be held on Monday, Oct. 2, have been re-scheduled for Monday, Oct. 9. Ballot boxes for nominations will be located at LaFortune during lunchtime (12:00 - 1:30) and in the dining halls during dinner.

An overview of football nostalgia is likely to occur on any autumn in your neighborhood tavern or family room. Symptoms are usually seen during the first week with a "Remember when..." or "Did you ever hear the one..." remedy is an encoding memory or the latest book on football stories. A book that has been published in the 1970s, an oral history of Notre Dame football by Michael Buncher and L.G. Weaver, both 1975 graduates of the University. Their research for the 160-page book was carried on at pregame rallies, post mortem's, funeral services and wherever they could hang on to the lapel of a former Saturday warrior. More than 100 pictures were gathered from dusty attics, and a rare find was unoxidized black and white photos with memorabilia.

As Notre Dame's athletic director, Edward W. Krause, tells the origin of his "Mooney" nickname in remembering a game that is now a high school coach who thought he was too slow to block black. Krause also became a beloved coach.

Krause files a belated claim to his nickname that is the source of the Notre Dame record book. The 1950's was the era of his nickname, he explained. His name is strong.

The Nearings grow 85 percent of their vegetables, Nearing said. From 25 to 30 people a week stop by at the University to work on campus, and the Nearings said they want to continue to have a relationship with the students.
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**collegiate crossword**

**ACROSS**
1. Dow nility (5)
2. Taking respose (12)
3. French city (6)
4. French city (6)
5. Miss Liuho (5)
6. Nonchalance (4)
7. Cais (5)
8. Terms of address (6)
9. Table meters (5)
10. Potatoes (4)
11. Mr. Kadiddlehopper, et al. (14)
12. Submit family (8)
13. Plains plant (8)
14. Broke, as a losing horse (12)
15. Small Fitches (6)
16. Give (6)
17. Miss McMay (5)
18. Actor, male (5)
19. Has an influence on (12)
20. Miss McMay (5)
21. Actor, male (5)
22. Raffle (8)
23. Stalactite (8)
24. Small finches (6)
25. Blazes of light (7)
26. Telescope part (8)
27. Weight units (4)
28. Bell sounds (6)
29. Weight units (4)
30. Weight units (4)
31. Dr. Salk (5)
32. Beige (2 wds.) (6)
33. Has an influence on (12)
34. Hebrew measures (2 wds.) (4)
35. Inundates (6)
36. Sleigh parts (6)
37. Sleigh parts (6)
38. Sleigh parts (6)
39. Sleigh parts (6)
40. Sleigh parts (6)
41. Inscribed stone (6)
42. Mouthlike opening (5)
43. Taking respose (12)
44. Comedy pear (7)
45. Fairhill (5)
46. Figures out (6)
47. Equilibrium (5)
48. Figures out (6)
49. Figures out (6)
50. Miss Liuho (5)
51. Nonchalance (4)
52. Terms of address (6)
53. Table meters (5)
54. Potatoes (4)
55. Terms of address (6)
56. Table meters (5)
57. Potatoes (4)

**DOWN**
1. Skil lodges (6)
2. Frequent (8)
3. Spanish gold (6)
4. Bright star (6)
5. John Donne's focus (5)
6. Blaze of light (7)
7. Telescope part (8)
8. Canadian province (8)
9. Simple wind instrument (14)
10. T. D. college (4)
11. 1. D. college (4)
12. Mr. Kadiddlehopper, et al. (14)
13. Submit family (8)
14. Plains plant (8)
15. Broke, as a losing horse (12)
16. Small Fitches (6)
17. Give (6)
18. Miss McMay (5)
19. Actor, male (5)
20. Has an influence on (12)
21. Stalactite (8)
22. Small finches (6)
23. Blazes of light (7)
24. Telescope part (8)
25. Weight units (4)
26. Weight units (4)
27. Weight units (4)
28. Weight units (4)
29. Weight units (4)
30. Weight units (4)
31. Dr. Salk (5)
32. Beige (2 wds.) (6)
33. Has an influence on (12)
34. Hebrew measures (2 wds.) (4)
35. Inundates (6)
36. Sleigh parts (6)
37. Sleigh parts (6)
38. Sleigh parts (6)
39. Sleigh parts (6)
40. Sleigh parts (6)
41. Inscribed stone (6)
42. Mouthlike opening (5)
43. Taking respose (12)
44. Comedy pear (7)
45. Fairhill (5)
46. Figures out (6)
47. Equilibrium (5)
48. Figures out (6)
49. Figures out (6)
50. Miss Liuho (5)
51. Nonchalance (4)
52. Terms of address (6)
53. Table meters (5)
54. Potatoes (4)
55. Terms of address (6)
56. Table meters (5)
57. Potatoes (4)

**BEER SPECIALS!!**

**Miller Lite** $3.39 12 pack
**Hamm's** $2.75 12 pack
**Old Milwaukee** $2.99 12 pack

**The Best Beer Prices in Town**

**ND & SMC Checks Cashed**

**31E-Z Market**

Open 7 days a week

**Rosary vigil held at abortion clinic**

A rosary vigil will be held every Saturday morning at 9 at the Women's Pavilion. Abortion Clinic is across from St. Joseph Hospital. Fr. Edward O'Connor will lead the rosary this Saturday.

**Seminar held to introduce IBM strategy**

A seminar to introduce students to IBM strategy, marketing missions and marketing will be held on Monday, at 1 p.m. in the engineering Auditorium. This seminar will provide students with information and an opportunity to familiarize themselves with IBM's business and company placement interviews on Oct. 30.

Representatives from the marketing, programming and engineering departments will be present to answer questions. All interested students are invited to attend.

**Sacred Heart area aid society to meet Thursday**

The Sacred Heart Parish conference of the society of St. Vincent de Paul is doing considerable work in the area through personal visits to needy private homes, and through visiting patients at Dor-a-Lin Nursing Home on Notre Dame Ave. They also have been helping by providing reading materials, candies, fruits, potatoes, and spiritual aids to the needy.

Anyone interested in becoming a member or wishing to help in some way is welcome to attend a meeting next Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in Corby Hall with Fr. Alan McCarragher. Persons with questions should contact Dolores Tannaco after 6 p.m. at 232-8882.

---

**McKee, Tarleton receive science grants**

Michael R. McKee, chairman, and Sr. Rose Bernard Tarleton, both associate professors in the department of sociology, anthropology and social work at Saint Mary's, have received National Science Foundation grants.

The grants were awarded this week and will allow McKee and Tarleton to do an intensive study of how human behavior under extremely stressful conditions such as natural disasters and hazards.

Only 19 grants were awarded in this area of study and Saint Mary's was the only college to have two recipients from the same department.

---

**Oktoberfest Calendar**

**Friday Oct. 6**

3-6 Happy Hour & Gong Show at Gooses Nest
9-?? Biergarten & Dance
with Hot Springs
12 midnite—winner of T.V. raffle
announced

Saturday Oct. 7
8pm "Dr. Zhivago"
at Carroll Hall-SMC

---

**The Colonial PANCAKE HOUSE**

Family Restaurant
Our Specialty:
Oven Baked
APPLE PANCAKES
Extra large, using fresh apples
and pure sugar cinnamon glaze
US 31 (Dixieway) North in Roseland
across from Holiday Inn

---

**BULLA SHEL**

this friday and every friday—
5:15 mass and supper

---

**THE COLONIAL PANCake HOUSE**

Our Specialty:
Oven Baked
APPLE PANCAKES
Extra large, using fresh apples
and pure sugar cinnamon glaze
US 31 (Dixieway) North in Roseland
across from Holiday Inn
DODGERS DOWN PHILS 4-0

(continued from page 24)

to become the first team in the secondary of the playoffs to come back from an 0-2 deficit. In the series, the Phillies have been involved in six playoff games at home and have yet to lose a game.

Right-hander Dick Ruthven, who won his sixth straight victory, brought Philadelphia to within the first game of the World Series and lifted his overall record to 16-7. Ruthven, who got a single hit off Phillies' starter Mark McGwire in the first inning, was well supported by a defense that hounded McGwire throughout the game.

The Phillies, meanwhile, had a chance to tie the game against St. Louis, but reliever Bob Milligan got the job of finishing the job with a lead-off single in the ninth and a bases-loaded walk.

(continued from page 24)

HALFBACK including a run off a bad throw in the fourth or fifth inning. After the game, Mertl and Ruthven, who were both left-handed, hit a home run off of Giants' reliever Ron Guidry.

For being such an excellent copy reader, a $150 reward will be offered. Mark Carney hangs out at Darby's. The Animals from the zoo say, "Consistency leads to success. If you have a good game one day, you'll have a good game the next day." Next single: October 4, 11:30 a.m.

For the second straight victory, the Phillies' first baseman Greg Keno gathered the second straight victory over St. Louis. Ruthven, who got a single hit off Phillies' starter Mark McGwire in the first inning, was well supported by a defense that hounded McGwire throughout the game.

The Phillies, meanwhile, had a chance to tie the game against St. Louis, but reliever Bob Milligan got the job of finishing the job with a lead-off single in the ninth and a bases-loaded walk.

(continued from page 24)

HALFBACK including a run off a bad throw in the fourth or fifth inning. After the game, Mertl and Ruthven, who were both left-handed, hit a home run off of Giants' reliever Ron Guidry. For being such an excellent copy reader, a $150 reward will be offered. Mark Carney hangs out at Darby's. The Animals from the zoo say, "Consistency leads to success. If you have a good game one day, you'll have a good game the next day." Next single: October 4, 11:30 a.m.
Last Saturday's victory by St. Mary's over the University of Notre Dame helped the Saints to hold some additional excitement for the believers. The team's first victory of the season for SMC, it also marked the first time since 1914 that the Saints had scored by one player in a game. Beth Welsh was this particular player. Nothing could go wrong for her, as she was always at the right place at the right time.

When asked about the game against Notre Dame she said, "(that's the team we really wanted to beat) and we finally did." "That's the best our team has played," Welsh added. "We played together and everyone played with each other Wednesday and Saturday and that helped also.

Beth, a sophomore from Lambertville, New Jersey, first became interested in field hockey in the seventh grade. She joined the team in high school and earned the try-out letters her junior and senior years. The last year in high school, she won the state championship for small schools and finished third in the state for all schools.

When Beth first came to St. Mary's, she was not too sure about field hockey, she said that "no one could ever tell me anything about this. It came as kind of a surprise, since it is a big woman's sports in my area."

She finally got the word about the team. However, she could not play her freshman year. Late stages interfered with the practice. Skiing was a little difficult getting into the swing of the game again this year, but said keeping up play in the summer did a lot of good.

Next year Beth will again be out. She is going to Washington D.C. with the government program for a semester, and will miss the field hockey season.

Belles gain split in volleyball; host tournament this Saturday

by Beth Monks
Sports Writer

The Saint Mary's volleyball team traveled to the College of the Holy Cross in Worcester, Mass., last Saturday to play Franciscan University of Steubenville, Ohio. The team split their two matches, defeating IBC 15-9, 15-19, and losing to their second year and both have blossomed this season.

Worcester Saint Mary's Volleyball: St. Mary's lost two of its top three hitters, the 6-foot-4, 240-pounder Wurl and the 6-foot-1, 220-pounder LaVan, but the Saints also have come over the hapless Class A school. Not only was the team's best player yesterday, as they defeated the New Orleans Pharaohs 7-2, in a match held at the SMC court.

The Saints' victory over Notre Dame was the second time this season that they have beaten the Irish, who entered the game with a 10-4 record. The Saints' first victory came Aug. 26, when they defeated the Irish 3-6, 6-4, in a first-round match.

According to Schreiber, the Belles have much to look forward to.

The Pack is back?

NFL comments

The Green Bay Packers were once the best team in professional football. They were coached by a legend named Lombardi. Lombardi's Packers did not do anything fancy, they did just what they did well. Execution was the key, do things simply, but do them well. Lombardi's Packers won the first two Super Bowls ever played. Some began to wonder if anyone could beat them. But then Lombardi left Green Bay and the Packers have not been the same since.

Phil Bengston and Notre Dame's own Dan Devine just did not do the job. Despite a good year, what Lombardi meant to Green Bay and made the playoffs, but his other years were very frustrating. The Packers were not good teams under Devine, or was forced to leave, Bart Starr was hired to turn the team around.

For many people, Starr was the perfect choice. He was the quarterback of the Packers in 1958. He had been the quarterback coach during Devine's best year and he was credited with getting the Packers back on track.

This is Starr's fourth year as head man in Packerland but his teams have not been good until this year. Well, many of the 1978 Packers are 4-1, but they have yet to be tested. The only team they have faced, the Oakland Raiders, destroyed them. Their victories have come over the hapless Detroit Lions, twice, the New Orleans Saints and the San Diego Chargers, who committed eleven turnovers in the first seven minutes of the game.

The offensive leaders of the Packers are quarterback David Whitehurst and running back Tedd Randall. Both players were in their second year and both have blossomed this season.

The Green Bay defense is just as young. Quarterback Bart Stabler and Earl Butch and Earl Butcher both have displayed the talent picks in 1974 who have not had much depth at an injury prone position. How many games have Bob Thomas missed and has every game has against Minnesota, now he can start a new streak against Oakland. And he has not been in Cleveland in 1975 or 1976. How many games have the Bengals never shown any spirit, they always fold in big games. This year they won't have any big games. Bob Thomas is not a good player, his presence will especially offensive firepower, is there. With Corley's help, the Charles will have a chance, the Packers have a third round draft choice, which was paid to the St. Louis Cardinals to replace and is one of the best straight on placekickers in the game. He can hit field goals of over 50 yards consistently. He won Monday night's game for the Packers.

Josie Thomas back Pete McCulley if the 49ers don't turn their season around.

When asked if she'd play again her senior year she said, "Oh definite- ly."

Beth is very optimistic about the team. "I feel we have really improved since the first day of practice. We are now starting to play together as a team." Beth has high expectations for herself and coach. Ann Delite, has a lot to do with how they are playing.

From Delite's point of view, Beth is an experienced and positive player. She said Beth received some fan mail from her teammates and finished the job with some fantastic goals. Delite added that all the girls "really did a great job on the field, and Beth "helps bring the team together." This being only the second year on the job, the field hockey team has much to look forward to.

And beat them they did. How long will Joe DiMaggio stay? "That's the best our team has to offer," says John Deitle. He said that "we have a lot of depth with our reserves, and should do well."